
AI, GLAD & 
Organizational Design
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highlighting major AI change 
for devs & orgs since 2020,  

not my “new fad”  
 

AI undergrad & grad focus  
since late 1970s 

paid full-time AI developer & 
teacher starting 1986
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2020 LeSS Conference Keynote: AI Impact
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My Thesis…
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a 2nd-generation AI that automatically  
learned from a 1st-generation AI …
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Demo
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demo for tasks done 
traditionally by  
product mgrs, 

analysts, UI/UX 
designers, testers, 

coders, DB designers
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GLAD
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for development, we 
need a short new 
term for “AI tools 

that 1) generate, &  
2) talk/teach” …
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GLAD 

Generative-ai & 
LLM-Assisted 
Development
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Social Impacts
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for example…
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Org Design 
Impacts
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AIs are finally doing  
“knowledge worker” 

routine expertise
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Automation Supplanting Humans

1. routine math (1940s) 

2. routine movement (1940s) 

3. routine info workflows (1950s) 

4. (next) routine expertise (2020s) 

>with powerful task-specific AIs
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Routine Single-Specialist Expertise
> product management 

> business requirements/analysis 

> UI/UX designer 

> front end developer 

> DB designer 

> “payment service” developer 

> tester
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novelty of knowledge work

routine 
expertise 

has/will be  
automated  

by AIs

??? 
expertise
learning 

expertise 

human value- 
add (for now)
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Routine Single-Specialist Expertise
> product management 

> business requirements/analysis 

> UI/UX designer 

> front end developer 

> DB designer 

> “payment service” developer 

> tester
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routine 
expertise 

has/will be  
automated  

by AIs
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“AIs won’t replace  
our narrow  

single-specialist  
routine jobs”   

(says the wishful thinker)
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“I will simply work more 
efficiently in my single-

speciality, with AI.” 

(says the wishful thinker)
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really? …
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story: Lisbon coach & 
automated testing
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18 minutes!
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and these are stories 
of baby beta-products 

imagine in “3” years
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BIG Idea
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AI tools will allow one to 
produce 10X-1000X 
faster, not just “20%” 

(with much less effort,  
errors, & prior expertise)
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imagine a single-specialist UI/
DB designer that can now do  

300 person-days of output  

…in 3 or 30 person-days
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300 person-days of output 
-> 

3 or 30 person-days 

what will the “UI/DB 
designer” do for the 

remaining “297” days?
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what will the “UI/DB 
designer” do for the 

remaining “297” days? 

perhaps they will create LOTS 
MORE UIs & DBs? 

NO, because there is  
no customer demand
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what will the “UI/DB designer” do for  
the remaining “297” days? 

perhaps fire all but 1 designer, who  
“does all the design”? 

1. UNLIKELY, because they still have “200” days free 

2. UNLIKELY, because other developers can use 
these tools to quickly learn & create designs 

3. UNLIKELY, because many companies will strive to 
avoid massive layouts 

4. UNLIKELY, because it would create unnecessary 
delays and weak feedback loops
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novelty of knowledge work

routine 
expertise 

has/will be  
automated  

by AIs

??? 
expertise
learning 

expertise 

human value- 
add (for now)
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what will the “UI/DB designer” do for  
the remaining “297” days? 

perhaps fire all but 1 designer, who  
“does all the design”? 

1. UNLIKELY, because they still have “200” days free 

2. UNLIKELY, because other developers can use 
these tools to quickly learn & create designs 

3. UNLIKELY, because many companies will strive to 
avoid massive layouts 

4. UNLIKELY, because it would create unnecessary 
delays and weak feedback loops
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BIG Idea
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GLAD makes it much 
easier to learn  

new skills & tools
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if a “UI/DB Designer” can 
much more easily/quickly 

learn & create… 

 automated testing 
front-end dev 

etc 

then…
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BIG Idea
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1. primary 
      2. secondary 

3. tertiary 
skills learning
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if “DB Designer” does DB tasks for 
“10” days per year, and learns/does UI 
design, programming, testing, etc for 

“290” days… 

why do they have the  
single-specialist job title  

“DB Designer”? 

why is the career path 
“DBD-1, DBD-2, …”?
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BIG Idea
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structural change:  
formally in HR titles: 

broad job title, with career 
path multi-learning 

e.g. Product Developer
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Then, Not a Team of Single-Specialists

UX analyst 
Java back-end dev 

Javascript front-end dev 
tester 

business analyst 
HI designer 

…
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A Team of ML PDs, with AI assistants

multilearning product developer 
multilearning product developer 
multilearning product developer 
multilearning product developer 
multilearning product developer 
multilearning product developer 
multilearning product developer 
multilearning product developer
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this is not a new idea…
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“This won’t change 
manager roles” 

   
(says the wishful thinker)
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if there is no “DB Design” 
group (since no “DB 

Designers”), is there a… 
 

DB Design manager?
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“it’s 2023. here’s 
our official job 

categories in our 
modern high tech 

company with 
leading-edge HR 

& leadership: 

business analyst 
ui designer 

front-end dev 
db designer 

…”
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novelty of knowledge work

routine 
expertise 

has/will be  
automated  

by AIs

??? 
expertise
learning 

expertise 

human value- 
add (for now)
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MAJOR AI Paper: Towards Learning/Adapting AIs
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“The intelligence  
of a system  

is a measure of its  
skill-acquisition  

[learning] efficiency”
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increasingly, job skill 
will be  

skill in multi-learning 
over 

skill in single-doing
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Close
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welcome to  
connect with me!
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structured Q&A
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Dead Demo
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  import 'dart:io'; 
import 'package:flutter/material.dart'; 

void main() { 
  runApp(MyApp()); 

} 

class MyApp extends StatelessWidget { 
  @override 

  Widget build(BuildContext context) { 
    return MaterialApp( 

      title: 'TCP Messaging App', 
      theme: ThemeData( 

        primarySwatch: Colors.blue, 
      ), 

      home: MyHomePage(title: 'TCP Messaging App'), 
    ); 
  } 
} 

class MyHomePage extends StatefulWidget { 
  MyHomePage({Key key, this.title}) : super(key: key); 

  final String title; 

  @override 
  _MyHomePageState createState() => _MyHomePageState(); 

} 

class _MyHomePageState extends State<MyHomePage> { 
  String serverText = ''; 
  String clientText = ''; 

  final TextEditingController _controller = TextEditingController(); 
   

  @override 
  Widget build(BuildContext context) { 

    return Scaffold( 
      appBar: AppBar( 

        title: Text(widget.title), 
      ), 

      body: Column( 
        children: <Widget>[ 

          Padding( 
            padding: EdgeInsets.all(10), 

            child: Text('Server Response: $serverText'), 
          ), 

          Padding( 
            padding: EdgeInsets.all(10), 

            child: Text('Client Response: $clientText'), 
          ), 

          Padding( 
            padding: EdgeInsets.all(10), 

            child: TextField( 
              controller: _controller, 

              decoration: InputDecoration( 
                border: OutlineInputBorder(), 

                labelText: 'Enter message', 
              ), 
            ), 
          ), 

          RaisedButton( 
            child: Text('Send Message'), 

            onPressed: () { 
              _sendMessage(_controller.text); 

            }, 
          ), 
        ], 
      ), 
    ); 
  } 

  void _sendMessage(String message) async { 
    Socket server = await Socket.connect('localhost', 5000); 

     
    print('Connected to server'); 

     
    server.write(message); 

    print('Sent message: $message'); 
     

    await server.flush(); 
    print('Message sent'); 

     
    server.listen((List<int> event) { 

      serverText = String.fromCharCodes(event); 
       

      setState(() {}); 
       

      server.destroy(); 
    }); 

     
    ServerSocket.bind(InternetAddress.anyIPv4, 5000) 

        .then((ServerSocket server) { 
      server.listen((Socket client) { 

        clientText = message; 
         

        setState(() {}); 
         

        client.destroy(); 
      }); 
    }); 

  } 
} 
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